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Spatial variability of residual nitrate-nitrogen under two tillage
systems in central Iowa: A composite three-dimensional
resistant and exploratory approach

B. P. Mohantyl and R. S. Kanwar
Department of Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames

Abstract. Soil nitrate-nitrogen (N03-N) data arranged on a three-dimensional grid
were analyzed to compare tillage effect on the spatial distribution of residual N03-N in
the soil profile of agricultural plots drained by subsurface tiles. A three-dimensional
median-based resistant (to outlier(s)) approach was developed to polish the spatially
located data on soil NO,-N affected by directional trends (nonstationarity in the mean)
in three major directions (row, column, and depth) and along the horizontal diagonal
directions of the grid. Effect of preferential or nonpreferential path of transport of
N03-N in the vertical direction defined as sample hole effect was’also removed to
make the data trend-free across holes. Composite three-dimensional semivariogram
models (along horizontal and vertical directions) were used to describe the spatial
structure of residual soil nitrate distribution. Two plots in the same field, one under
each tillage system (conventional tillage and no tillage), were studied. In each plot, soil
samples were collected at five depths (30, 60, 90, 120, and 150 cm) from 35 sites (holes)
arranged on a 7 x 5 regular grid of 7.6 X 7.6 m. In the conventional tillage plot,
residual N03-N concentrations decreased gradually to a depth of 90 cm and increased
beyond this depth. The coefficient of variation, however, became gradually smaller,
showing more uniform distribution for greater depths. In the no-tillage plot, trends
were similar to those in the conventional tillage system, but were spatially more stable
across the profile. Structural analyses indicated that under conventional tillage, the
semivariogram of residual soil nitrate distribution was linear in the horizontal and
vertical directions. In contrast, the semivariograms for no-tillage showed nugget-type
behavior, indicating a lack of spatial structure in the residual soil nitrate.

Introduction

In recent years, increased public concern about water
quality has heightened interest in the efficient use of nitrogen
for agricultural production systems. Studies have indicated
that nitrogen application rates in agricultural fields are often
much higher than the crops can use. Therefore the unused
nitrogen either leaves the system through leaching, washoff,
and volatilization or remains in the soil profile for possible
leaching to groundwater. Knowledge of spatial structures
and other inducing factors for residual nitrate distribution in
the soil profile under different tillage practices is useful to
understand its transport, transformation, and retention pat-
tern. This will help researchers developing new tillage-based
nitrogen management practices to enhance groundwater
quality.

Transport, transformation, and distribution of nitrate-
nitrogen (NO,-N) under different field conditions depend
upon physical, biological, and chemical processes occurring
in the soil profile. Other factors responsible for the spatial
distribution of N03-N are water and solute displacement
under nonsteady flow conditions along preferential and
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nonpreferential flow paths, variable water table depth caus-
ing nitrification and denitrification, nitrogen transformations
by enzymatic and bacterial pathways, plant uptake of water
and nitrogen, and soil texture [Wagenet and Rao, 19831.
Studies conducted by Burrough [1983],  Wagenet and Rao
[1983],  and Tabor  et al. [1985] indicate that each of these
factors may operate either independently or in conjunction
with others to cause abrupt or gradual changes in nitrogen
transport and retention. These factors must be considered
when studying the spatial behavior of residual NOj-N  in the
soil profile. Several studies [Walker  and Brown, 1983; Rao et
al., 1983, 1985; Rao and Wagenet, 19851 have examined the
spatial variability and its intrinsic factors influencing herbi-
cide degradation rates in the soil profile. Villeneuve et al.
[1988]  pointed out the intrinsic and extrinsic variability of
soil chemical properties. For instance, the spatial variability
of soil organic matter is closely linked to the variability of
soil composition and structure, which derives from soil
pedogenesis. Spatial variability of a pesticide concentration
or flux in soil, which is due to cultivation and pesticide
application practices, leads to a variation in the adsorption
and degradation parameters.

Macropores are responsible for solute movement [Beven
and Germann,  1982]. Trojan and Linden [1992] report that
macropore distribution (spatially and along depth), length
(vertically), continuity (vertically), and tortuosity (vertical-
ly) are functions of depth and affect the spatial variability of
residual/sorbed solutes (e.g., pesticides). Singh et al. [1991]
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showed the tillage-induced differences in spatial and vertical
distribution, length, and continuity of macropores under
conventional and no-tillage practices. Many researchers
[Gust et al., 1978; Baker et al., 1975; Baker et al., 1989;
Kanwar et al., 1985, 1988; Kanwar and Baker, 1991; Kan-
war, 1991] have studied the accumulation of NO,-N in soil
profiles and NO,-N  loss with tile drainage water under
continuous corn as a function of different tillage practices,
but spatial structure and variability of residual N03-N in
these fields have not been studied.

The objective of this study was to compare the spatial
distribution of residual NO,-N in the (tile) drained soil
profile under conventional tillage and no-tillage systems, by
using a three-dimensional median-based resistant (little af-
fected by data outlier(s))  approach coupled with geostatistics
for the data collected on a three-dimensional spatial grid.
The paper also demonstrates how three-dimensional gridded
data give a clearer picture of spatial structure (composite
three-dimensional semivariograms) of residual N03-N dis-
tribution in the soil profile under different tillage practices
than do two-dimensional gridded data producing two-
dimensional semivariograms. Moreover, it shows how three-
dimensional median polish of gridded spatial data provides a
relatively simple, cost-effective, resistant, and almost bias-
free procedure in the presence of trend and zonal  anisotropy
when compared with more general polynomial modeling and
generalized least squares fitting of trend.

Previous Applications
Transport and retention capacities for water and chemi-

cals in an agricultural field are spatially and temporally
variable. Spatial variability, as used here, includes area1
variations at a given depth and also variations with depth at
a given location in the field. Both types of variability need to
be considered when assessing the fate of NO,-N under
different field conditions. Exploratory data analysis, relying
on resistant measures and graphical tools, and robustness
concepts in geostatistics, offer a variety of ways to model
such processes as realizations of space-time random func-
tions.  Dagan [1986], Ginn and Cushman  [1990],  Rouhani
and Wackernagel [1990],  Shafer and Varljen [1990],  Rubin
and Journel [1991], and others have successfully applied
covariance-related stochastic methods in groundwater mod-
eling. Further efforts to develop better spatial characteriza-
tion methods of water and chemical transport and retention
properties seem warranted, not only in the saturated zone
but also for extending these methods to transport modeling
in the vadose zone. However, few studies [Russo, 1984;
Unlu et al., 1990] of the spatial variability of unsaturated
flow parameters have concentrated on quantifying heteroge-
neity in the horizontal plane of fields. A recent study by
Russo and Bouton [ 1992] focused on the spatial variability of
these flow parameters in the depth direction. Cressie and
Horton [ 1987] and Onofiok [ 1988] studied the tillage effect on
soil water infiltration and other soil properties and observed
some interesting differences.

Sweeping the localized effects by exploratory approaches
[Tukey, 1977: Velleman and Hoaglin, 1981] such as row and
column median polish [ffamlett et al., 1986; Cressie and
Horton. 1987]. winsorization [Gotway and Cressie, 1990].
and split-window median polish [Mohanty et al., 1991]
coupled with classical geostatistics [Matheron, 1963] or

robust geostatistics [Cressie and Hawkins, 1980] is becoming
popular in soil science. Among others, one important advan-
tage of these approaches is that they allow visual examina-
tion of data for normality, constancy in the mean and the
variance, and trend freeness. Trends are often unverified by
geologists and soil scientists, who confuse inherent spatial
structure with the effects of extrinsic factors and drift
[Horowitz and Hillel, 1983; Hamlett et al., 1986]. In the
present study, data arranged on a three-dimensional grid and
resistant (to outlier(s))  schemes were investigated with the
“three-way main effects only” median polish approach
[Cook, 1985], an extension of “two-way” median polish
[Tukey, 1977; Velleman and Hoaglin, 1981; Emerson and
Hoaglin, 1983]. This approach removes trend due to crop
row effects and/or other effects (parallel to grid rows),
drainage tile induced water table effects at deeper depths
and/or other effects at shallow depths (parallel to grid
columns), and surface/subsurface soil characteristics effects
and/or soil water content effects (in terms of advection and
dispersion) (parallel to grid depth) from the data before
spatial analyses of residual NOJ-N  in the soil profile were
made to compare distribution patterns under conventional
tillage with those under no tillage.

Experimental Design
Two 0.4-ha (1 acre) plots, each under a different tillage

system (conventional tillage and no tillage), were selected at
the Agronomy and Agricultural Engineering’ Research Cen-
ter near Ames, Iowa. The plots had been continuously
planted to corn under the same tillage system for 5 years and
had received an application of 175 kg/ha liquid nitrogen
fertilizer every year. For both plots, a single application
(soon after planting) of nitrogen was adopted. Soils of these
plots were Nicollet loam (fine loamy, mixed, mesic aquic
Hapludolls) and Clarion loam (fine loamy, mixed, mesic
typic Hapludolls) in the Nicollet-Clarion-Webster Associa-
tion and had a maximum slope of 2%. Each plot was drained
by a single subsurface tile drain at 120 cm depth to eliminate
periodic buildup of excessive wetness.

Samples were collected from both plots by using a 5 X 7
grid network of 35 sites, with a regular grid spacing of 7.6 m.
Sampling scheme was limited to plot boundary in horizontal
directions and close to subsurface tile in the vertical direc-
tion. Soil samples were taken to a depth of 150 cm a t  30-cm
intervals with a 3.2-cm  probe. There were 175 data points in
total. Figure 1 shows the location of sampling points within
the plot arranged on a three-dimensional grid. Under the
practical geostatistical rule for the minimum number of pairs
for semivariogram estimation [Journel  and Huijbregts, 1978;
N. A. C. Cressie, personal communication, 1992], our num-
ber of samples is considered adequate. The labor and budget
required in conducting a study on NO,-N transport and
retention in soil profile were also considered in determining
the number of samples. Each soil sample represents average
N03-N over 10 cm depth at a particular spatial location
(x, y, z). A sample of 10-cm length, however, was consid-
ered a point sample for the two- and one-dimensional type
semivariogram estimation in horizontal directions. In verti-
cal direction, however, regularized semivariogram models
[Journel and Huijbregts, 1978, p. 801 were calculated follow-
ing the theoretical model fitting, to compensate for the
vertical sample length (i.e., 10 cm). Because we focused on
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Figure 1. Arrangement of nitrate sampling locations in the experimental plots; 35 sites on a 7 X 5 grid
and 5 depths. . 

the spatial behavior of residual nitrate (i.e., NO,-N retained
in the soil mostly from previous crop years), samples were
collected during the period when no appreciable rain fell to
minimize the contribution of surface-applied nitrogen fertil-
izer (a few days before soil sampling). This was necessary
because of the limited advection and dispersion processes
occurring during this rain-free period. Thus the amount of
NOs-N  in the soil samples indicates mostly the residual
amount retained from previous years after leaching to
groundwater body and tile discharge, and uptake by plants.
All samples were collected within a 13-day  period in June to
minimize temporal variability among samples. The samples
were analyzed for soil water content and for soil water
NOj-N concentration. Colorimetric automated Cadmium
reduction method (EPA 353.2) was used to determine the
NO,-N concentration in the soil samples.

Methodology
The objective of this study was to present simple, physi-

cally interpretable. resistant schemes for spatial analyses.
The basic purpose of resistant schemes is to clean or to
polish field data to satisfy the basic assumptions for the
estimation of semivariograms, that is, for second-order
stationarity or the ueaker intrinsic hypothesis. Second-order
stationarity implied that the mathematical expectation
E[Z(x)]  = p exists and does not depend upon the position
x and that for each pair of regionalized variables [Z(X), Z(x
+ h)], the covariance exists and depends only upon the

separation vector h. On the other hand, the weaker intrinsic
hypothesis implied that the mathematical expectation
E[Z( x)] = p exists, and for all vectors h the increment [Z( x
+ h) - Z(X)] has a finite variance that does not depend on
x [Journel and Huijbregts, 1978, p. 32]. These basic assump-
tions of regional variable studies, however, are often over-
looked or rarely verified by researchers, who may introduce
artifacts and confound the interpretation of results, as de-
scribed in the work by Cressie and Horton [ 1987]. Therefore
it is important to run a thorough data analysis before and
during geostatistical analysis to filter out any site-specific 
potential problems (producing trends) related to the known
regionatized variable (i.e., soil property under investigation).

This study was conducted to identify the physically recog-
nizable extrinsic factors existing on the site and to isolate their
effects in the distribution of residual N03-N  in the soil profile.
These effects usually produce nonstationarity in the mean and
the variance along the major axes of experimental design.
Besides these main effects, the intrinsic/cross-product trends
along the diagonal directions in a grid-type sampling pattern
could also be identified and filtered out. Once spatial station-
arity of the regionalized variable is attained, the measurements
over all depths are combined into a composite data set, and
semivariogram analyses are conducted. This study shows how
easily exploratory data analysis techniques could assure crucial
stationarity assumptions in regionalized variable and make the
data free of extrinsic factors and intrinsic trends before further
geostatistical analyses.
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Exploratory Analysis

Variability in geo-related properties such as transport,
transformation, and retention of N03-N is likely to be
three-dimensional in the three-dimensional space of a soil
profile. In our study, we identified the effects of crop row
parallel to the grid row, of tile-induced water table elevations
parallel to the grid column at deeper depths, and of surface/
subsurface soil and soil water content parallel to the grid
depth in residual NOJ-N distribution in the soil profile. Also
the effects of (tillage-induced) pore size distribution, pore
length, and their continuity were found in residual NO,-N
distribution. Although spatial field experiments are usually
designed with their grids in meaningful directions, residuals
should still be checked for cross-product trends or interac-
tions, e.g., between row and column factors, along the
diagonals. Unlike a mining problem extending over great
depths in which drift might occur in any direction in three-
dimensional space, this study has been kept simple, and
diagonal trends have been assumed only in horizontal direc-
tions because of the shallow depth (1.5 m), the limited scale
(plot size, 46 m x 31 m), and the type (vertical transport of
NOs-N in the soil profile) of the problem. Scheffe [1959,  p.
130] and Cressie [1991,  p. 190] modeled this diagonal trend
through an extra parameter g in the additive models, which
accounts for a quadratic term in the fit. Consequently, this
study, a modified three-dimensional additive model based on
Cook’s [I985] “three-way main effects only” model and
C r e s s i e ' s  [1991]  diagonal drift term was developed:

Zijn=CL+ai+Pj+5n+g(Xi-~)(yj-~)+&Eijn, (1)

i= 1, .-. ) I j= 1, *-*,  J; k= 1, --*, K,

where _ -

Zijk

9
f

Y

&ijk

regionalized variable (residual NOj-N) of the cell (i,
j, k) corresponding to row i, column j, and layer
(depth) k;
common value;
row effect (i.e., crop row effect and/or other effect);
column effect (i.e., elliptical water table effect and/
or other effect);
layer effect (i.e., surface/subsurface soil effect and/
or soil water content effect);
diagonal drift parameter;
ave {Xi, i = 1 * * * I};
ave {Yj,j = 1 a-*J};
a random component that may or may not inherit the

under the tillage practice) in study in cell (i, j, k).
spatial structure of the property (residual NO,-N

Exploratory data analyses that rely on graphing are espe-
cially suitable for spatial data. Identifying the contaminating
outlier(s), directional trends (drift), normality, and depen-
dency of the mean and the variance in the data through
suitable plots and graphs yield valuable insights into the
problem and aids analysis and interpretation. Frequency
plots and median versus interquartile range-squared plots
are used to assess data distributions and median and vari-
ance (interquartile range squared) constancy or dependency.
Plots of median across rows and columns can identify
directional trends along both horizontal grid directions. Plots
of medians of horizontal layers against depth are used to
identify trend in the vertical direction. Diagonal intrinsic
trends or cross-product trends of row and column effects
along the diagonals of the grid can be examined by plotting
the residuals of row and column median polish versus the
quadratic term [(Xi - ~)( Yj - y)].

Median Polish

Representing the raw (for more normally distributed) or
log,-transformed (for more lognormally distributed) data by
a modified additive model will lead to an interpretation of a
combined output of some stochastic random fluctuation and
deterministic physical realities existing at a particular site.
The next logical step would be to remove the effects of these
physical factors (i, j, k, and ij) one by one to leave behind
the residual (Eijk). The residual would be analyzed for the
inherent spatial structure of the variable at that location. The
less formal approach to resistant methods by Cressie [ 1984,
19861 was adopted. It is, however, always a concern that the
removal of the mean or the median might introduce bias into

Spatial Variability

After log, transformation and resistant schemes of median
polish were used to remove nonstationarity (of the mean and
of the variance) and any nonnormality of the data due to
extrinsic factors and intrinsic trends, a geostatistical analysis
was made to study the spatial variability of residual soil
nitrate concentration based on this three-dimensional ho-
mogenized residual set. Figure 2b shows the steps involved
in computing the composite three-dimensional semivario-
gram. Initially proposed by Myers and Journel [1990]  to
model zonal anisotropy, the composite three-dimensional
semivariogram is primarily a combination of the average
one-dimensional horizontal semivariograms (?(/I,)  in the x
direction and y(/zY) in the y direction) and the average
one-dimensional vertical semivariogram (gh,)  in the z di-

the data. However, Cressie and Glonek [1984] have shown
that known bias problems in estimation of the semivario-
grams are greatly ameliorated if medians instead of means
are used to define the residuals. Moreover, early studies
showed that median polish is better than the mean because it
is little affected by outlier(s), common in field data [Hoaglin
et al., 1983; Cressie and Glonek,  1984; Mohanty et al., 1991].
Therefore the median-polishing techniques were used to
polish the data for different additive directional components.
Detailed median polish algorithm for a two-way table is
defined by Emerson and Hoaglin [1983,  p. 166] and Cressie
[1991, p. 186]. AS in the work by Cook [1985], a median
polish algorithm for a three-dimensional grid was established
in this study. This polishing could be achieved either (1) with
the algorithm that successively removes the row and column
medians until there is no further change in residuals for each
horizontal layer and then removes the layer median or (2)
with the algorithm that successively removes the row, col-
umn, and layer medians until no further change in residuals.
Whatever route we took, however, the residuals remain the
same at end of the median polishing scheme. A schematic
flowchart (Figure 2) illustrates the approach adopted for
exploratory data analyses and semivariogram estimation. In
summary, a ladder of median-polishing algorithms has been
developed to iterate the procedure until the mean and the
variance along rows, columns, diagonals, and layers attain
constancy (i.e., independent of each other) as well as the
histogram of residuals looks normal.

Data Check
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Figure 2a. Schematic flow chart for the three-dimensional resistant median-polishing scheme.

rection) in their respective lag scales, according to the
three-dimensional homoscedastic data (residuals). The semi-
variogram models constructed in this manner will result in
conditionally nonnegative definite models and as a conse-
quence to noninvertible kriging matrices. However, nonne-
gative definite models are sufficient conditions in this appli-
cation as we did not use semivariogram models for kriging
purposes. This three-dimensional spatial variability phenom-
enon can also be interpreted as geometric anisotropy in three
directions (i.e., x, y, and 2).

Composite Three-Dimensional Semivariogram

Define

y(h,, $9 hJ = Y(h,)  + Y(h,)  + YW,). (2)

In addition, two-dimensional horizontal isotropic sample
semivariograms (y*(h,, h,)) were computed for comparison
purposes.

The classical semivariogram estimator as developed by

Mutheron [1963] was used to estimate two- and one-
dimensional semivariograms:

NW;)
y*(hi) = 1/2N(hi) C [Z(X ) - Z(X + h;)J*

where

Y*(h)
Z(x)

Z(X + h i )
N(hi)

I i=l

estimate of r(h) for lag distance class hi;
measured sample value at point x;
measured sample value at point x + hi;
total number of sample pairs for the lag class
hi.

Average two-dimensional horizontal isotropic sample
semivariogram ?*(/I~)  was calculated as the weighted aver-
age of the individual two-dimensional horizontal isotropic
sample semivariograms y:(hi) at different soil horizons,
based on the number of pairs Nk(hi)  at each lag class (hi)
[Journel and Huijbregts,  1978, p. 213; Cressie, 1985]. Define
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Figure 2b. Schematic flowchart for the semivariogram analyses adopted for the data when arranged on
a three-dimensional grid.

number of pairs lag class Similarly, one-dimensional semivariograms (y*(h,),
Layer 1:

y*k=l(hi) Nk=l(hi)
i= 1 -a-n; y*(h,,),  and y*(h,))  can be estimated for each soil layer and

Layer 2:
Y*k=2thi) Nk=2(hi)

i= 1 -e-n;   vertical cross-sectional face parallel to rows (or columns)
. . . .
. . .
. . . .

Layer K: Y:=K(hi) Nk=K(hi) i= 1 we-n;

Average two-dimensional horizontal isotropic sample semi-
variogram:

K

2 y;(hj)Nk(hi)
k=I

T*fhi)  = K i= 1 *e-n. (4)

C Nk(hi)
k=l

using the two-dimensional semivariogram estimators but
limiting the estimation to one direction (x, y, or z). Before
estimating the one-dimensional vertical semivariogram,
however, the preferential or nonpreferential movement of
NOs-N,  i.e., sample hole effect, should be polished by
medians, if present, by examining the median of each sample
hole across the vertical cross-sectional face. Like the aver-
age two-dimensional horizontal isotropic sample semivario-
gram, the average one-dimensional sample semivariograms
(y*(h,),  Y*(hy),  and 7*(/r,)) were calculated as a weighted
average of one-dimensional sample semivariograms over the
number of horizontal layers or vertical faces. This average
semivariogram estimation (of the residuals of three-
dimensional median polish approach) is, however, based on
the assumption that the individual horizontal layers or ver-
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Table 1. Statistical Parameters of N03-N Concentration Under Conventional
Tillage and No-Tillage Systems

Depth,
cm

30
60
90

120
150

30
60
90

120
150

Coefficient
of

Standard Variation,
Mean Median Deviation % Minimum Maximum

Conventional Tillage, NOj-N  Concentration, mg/L
19.34 17.30 13.69 70.79 5.50 83.30
14.39 13.40 6.75 46.93 7.20 38.80
8.16 7.70 2.81 34.45 3.50 14.20

10.19 9.30 3.87 37.97 4.90 22.30
11.85 11.30 2.43 20.48 6.60 17.70

No-Tillage, NOj-N  Concentration, mg/L
18.40 18.20 5.58 30.32 8.40 33.30
11.74 10.70 4.89 41.67 3.70 24.40
10.11 10.30 3.30 32.58 1.90 16.50
9.21 9.00 3.04 32.98 3.30 16.30
9.14 8.80 2.86 31.31 4.00 17.70

tical cross sections are intrinsic random fields. By this
composite three-dimensional semivariogram approach not
only did we increase the dimensions of prediction but also
we achieved more accurate semivariogram estimates for
each lag class as they are based on a greater numbers of pairs
(by averaging over horizontal layers or vertical faces).
Different theoretical models with or without sill and definite
range, such as nugget, linear, and spherical models were
used to describe spatial structure fitting the one-dimensional
average sample semivariograms. Vertical semivariogram
models, however, were regularized to compensate for the
vertical sample length of 10 cm.

Results and Discussion
Various statistical parameters for NO,-N levels at various

depths and tillage systems were estimated and compared
(Table 1). Some important observations were made based on
the values of these statistical parameters. Consistent de-
creases in nitrate levels with depth to 90 cm and reaccumu-
lation and more stable distribution of N03-N between 90-
and 150-cm  depths for conventional tillage system are two
noticeable features. Under the no-tillage system, a similar
phenomenon was observed, but it was more stable with
depth.

As was mentioned earlier, our experimental grid design
was made in purposeful directions with grid rows parallel to
crop rows in the plot. Hamlett  et al. [1986]  and Cressie and
Horton [1987]  have reported that crop rows contribute to
differences in soil hydrologic properties. Similar effects are
also possible on the distribution of NOj-N in the soil profile
because of plant extraction and biological processes. There-
fore medians of parallel rows were used to “polish” the data
to remove the possible crop row effect. Figure 1 shows the
location of existing subsurface tile lines in the tillage plots.
Because tile lines are present in the center of plots and
parallel to row crops, an elliptical shape water table develops
during high rainfall (and so high water table). This causes
preferential movement of NO,-N toward the tile line in the
soil profile in a parallel study by the authors (B. P. Mohanty
and R. S. Kanwar. Spatial variability of nitrate-nitrogen and
moisture content in the soil profile of a tile-drained agricul-

tural field: Coregionalization, submitted to Water Resources
Research, 1993). This movement may cause an uneven
distribution of residual NOs-N  in the soil profile. Therefore
polishing the columns perpendicular to the tile line would
remove any possible tile-induced effect or any other trend in
that direction.

Initially, soil NOs-N  concentration data were examined
for additivity of small effects (normality) at each horizontal
layer at different depths under both conventional tillage and
no tillage. In most instances, these conditions could not be
satisfied. Therefore log, transformations were made to
achieve normality if the data were lognormally distributed.
Because most soil NOs-N concentration data were found
lognormally distributed, all further analyses of resistant
techniques were made using the log,-transformed data.
Besides additivity in small effects (normality), additivity of
small effects to large effects (homogenous variances) is
usually achieved by log, transformation of the data [Cressie,
1985; Hamlett et al., 1986]. Cressie [1985]  clearly showed
the advantage of (combined) weighted average semivario-
grams based on the transformed grades over scaled (relative)
semivariograms across regions. Our study also revealed that
log, transformation can be used as a variance-controlling
transformation.

Detrending- - .

Log,-transformed soil nitrate concentration data were
examined for stationarity or possible trend in the median
along the two major directions of the grid (i.e., along the row
and the column). Medians of five rows and seven columns
were plotted across the respective rows and columns to
investigate any nonstationarity (or trend) along directions
parallel to grid columns and rows, respectively. In both
tillage practices (no tillage and conventional tillage) and all
five horizontal layers (at 30-,  60-, 90-, 120-,  and 150-cm
depths), nonstationarity was more the rule than the excep-
tion. We picked up one example, arbitrarily, to show the
nonstationarity in the median along rows and columns.
Figure 3 shows that medians along rows and columns for the
horizontal layer at 90-cm depth under conventional tillage
are nonstationary and have definite trends in both row and
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Figure 3. (a) Nonstationarity in the median of log,-transformed data, indicating trend in row and column
directions; (b) medians along row and column directions after one full step sweep; (c) medians along row
and column directions after two full step sweeps, indicating complete stationarity in the median.

.

column directions with occasional bounce. The directions of
increasing or decreasing trend, however, were inconsistent
for different horizontal layers, under both tillage practices.
Medians of soil nitrate concentration of horizontal layers at
different depths were plotted against the depth (e.g., no
tillage; Figure 4) to illustrate any trend in the vertical
direction. As expected, nonstationarity in the median (trend
in the vertical direction) prevailed in the data.

To check the homogeneity of variance, median versus
interquartile range squared was plotted; these plots are
shown in Figure 5 for no tillage and conventional tillage.
Each point results from every row and every column of
every horizontal layer for a total of 60 [= (5 + 7) X 5 ]  points.
Nonstationarity in variance for the measured NOs-N  data is
evident from Figure 5. The degree of nonstationarity, how-
ever, is more prominent under conventional tillage than no
tillage. The plots also show that the relation between median
and interquartile range squared is proportional for conven-
tional tillage, whereas the relation is relatively more stable
for no tillage. Our objective is to use a resistant approach to
remove these mean and variance nonstationarities and
trends along the three major axes (row, column, and depth).
Once trends along three major axes are removed from data,
any diagonal trends present (trends along the diagonal direc-
tions of the horizontal grid) need to be investigated and
removed. This whole procedure will generate a trend-free
(composite) data set for geostatistical analysis.

Figure 5 was used to compare nonstationarity in variances
before and after the log, transformation. It is evident from

these plots that log, transformation has reduced nonstation-
arity in the variance. Median polish was conducted for rows
and columns at each depth for both the no tillage and
conventional tillage plots. Medians are plotted across rows
and columns after one full sweep (polished for rows followed
by columns) as we11  as for two full sweeps (polished twice,
for rows followed by columns) when constancy in median
was attained in this particular instance (90 cm depth, con-
ventional tillage). In most layers, no change in medians
occurred after two full sweeps. In a few layers, constancy in
median was attained after one full or one and o n e  half
sweeps. Usually, however, the directional trends are re-
moved in the first sweep, and (any) residual effects are
removed in the following sweeps. By comparing Figures 3a,
3b, and 3c, the measured data were gradually cleaned up for
the trends along crop row and its perpendicular direction.
Moreover, Figure 6 was plotted to provide a three-
dimensional view of the measured data and the residuals
achieved along the route of resistant analysis; it shows that
the log, transformation [log,(Zjik)] tends to squeeze the high
values and spread out the small values of raw (measured)
data, which makes better stationarity in the variance. Fur-
thermore, median polish by row and column sweeps re-
moves directional trends (nonstationarity in the median) and
makes the data [log,( sijk)]  smoother and more homoscedas-
tic, except for a few spatial outliers. However, Gotway and
Cressie [1990] pointed out that these spatial outliers need
careful examination before removing them from further
analyses, which might provide some important information.
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Figure 4. Layer medians in the depth direction before and after log, transformation and two fulI step
sweeps. Shows nonstationarity in the median is completely removed by the median polish.

Holes and bumps in residual soil NOs-N  data might be
showing macropore or channel (causing preferential flow of
soluble nitrate) effect and an impervious layer or incomplete
mixing of water and nitrate in a given layer due to the effects
of macropore flow. Corresponding frequency plots are also
presented to show the gradual improvement of normality,
and nonstationarity (i.e., the secondary peaks in the histo-
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gram) is removed, thereby partly fulfilling our stationarity
assumption.

After removing the trends along the rows and columns, the
possible presence of diagonal trend was examined by re-
gressing these residuals versus [(xi - x)( yj - ~31. In Figure
7, diagnostic plots show individual depths under both tillage
systems. No trend was evident along any diagonal direction

CONVENTIONAL TILLAGE (LOG DATA)
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Figure 6. Three-dimensional surface plots and frequency histograms show the gradual improvement of
data (normality and stationarity in the mean and the variance) by log, transformation and two full step row
and column sweeps. This particular case is for no-tillage plot at 120-cm depth. Any hole or bump on the
surface (Figure 6c) indicates the location of preferential or nonpreferential NOs-N  transport path.

by visual inspection. A maximum fit of t-’ = 0.15 with a g
(equation (1)) = 0.0068 was evaluated by linear regression
for 90-cm depth under the no-tillage system. This reconfirms
our visual judgement of no trend along the diagonal (i.e., g =
0). After close stationarity was achieved in the mean and the
variance in individual layers, in all horizontal directions, the
next step was to remove the layer effect (i.e., trend in
vertical direction) from the five horizontal data sets, thus
making a three-dimensional composite homogenized data
set. Individual horizontal layers at different depths were
polished by their respective layer medians. Interestingly, we
did not find any layer effect remaining in the residuals after
one or two rounds of row and column median polish in each
individual soil layer. Residuals must become so small and
clustery  around the median(O) that an evident layer effect no
longer exists.

The spatial distribution of residual NOs-N  is represented
by the additive model (equation (l)), a combination of
extrinsic factor(s) contribution(s) along different direc-
tion(s), and the spatial structure of the residual term (&ijL).
Separating the common term (p) and directional components
((u,  p, and 0 from the data leaves the residual term (E~~) to
be analyzed for inherent tillage effect in the spatial variability
of residual NOs-N. Before the semivariograms for residuals
(Eijk)  were estimated, composite residual sets for both tillage
practices in three dimensions were reexamined to investigate
whether the pooled residuals were near normal with mean
zero and variance CT’. Residuals had homogenous variance

due to log, transformation (Figure 5) and a mean near zero
after row, column, and layer medians were removed (Figure
8). These residuals were used to diagnose the spatial struc-
ture of residual soil nitrate distribution in horizontal direc-
tions under both no tillage and conventional tillage. For the
semivariogram in the vertical direction, however, we need
one further refinement in the data residuals. Although the
residuals have no more directional effects (in x, y, and t
directions), they may have some sample hole effects (non-
stationarity in the median across sample holes). Hole medi-
ans were plotted to investigate the sample hole effect across

 the vertical faces (i = 1, - * * , 5), and nonstationarity was
evident in the hole medians shown in Figure 9. This effect
was removed by sweeping the holes once by their respective
medians. Now these new residuals were used to infer the
spatial structure of soil nitrate distribution in the vertical
direction (t direction) under both tillage practices.

Semivariogram Analysis

Two-dimensional horizontal isotropic sample semivario-
gram. After examining and removing nonnormality and non-
stationarity in the mean and the variance of data sets, semi-
variograms were estimated by the classical semivariogram
estimator (equation (3)). Two-dimensional horizontal isotropic
(assuming isotropy) as well as directional sample semivario-
grams (in x and y direction) were computed for individual
horizontal layers. Average two-dimensional horizontal isotro-
pic and average directional sample semivariograms (in x and Y
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Figure 7. Diagnostic plots to examine the presence of any diagonal trends in the horizontal layers.

direction) were calculated as the weighted average (equation
(4)) of these five sets of sample semivariograms. Two-
dimensional horizontal isotropic sample semivatiograms at
different depths and “average two-dimensional horizontal iso-
tropic” sample semivariograms are presented in Figure 10 for
both no tillage and conventional tillage plots. A maximum of
760 to a minimum of 360 pairs were used to calculate the
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Figure 9. An example of sample hole effect on the vertical
face after two full steps of row and column median polish.
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Figure 10. Two-dimensional horizontal isotropic sample
semivariograms at different depths and the average two-
dimensional horizontal isotropic sample semivariograms un-
der conventional tillage and no-tillage systems. Semivario-
grams are estimated based on three-dimensional median-
polished residuals of the log,-transformed NO,-N (milligrams
per liter) data.

average horizontal isotropic sample semivariograms at each lag
distance. The number of pairs is about 5 times greater than the
number of pairs used for individual horizontal isotropic semi-
variograms, making the average horizontal isotropic semivari-
ograms more accurate.

Examination of these individual and average isotropic
horizontal semivariograms revealed some interesting facts.
In conventional tillage, the sill of the semivariogram was
relatively much higher at the 30-cm depth than at deeper
depths, although the range and the trend (shape) are similar
for all these semivariograms. Greater structural variation at
the 30-cm depth indicates the tillage-induced variability,
which reduced gradually (with the depth with some differ-
ences at 90 and 120 cm depths). We suspect that a trace of
the effect of tile line (at 120-cm depth) still persists because
of the “elliptical” shape of water table (governs the prefer-
ential path of NOs-N  transport during high water table
condition), which could not be removed by three-way main
effects only median polish approach. For no tillage, semi-
variograms are more uniform for all depths except at 90 cm.
We suggest the same reasoning of tile-induced “elliptical”
water table variability as in case of conventional tillage.

Furthermore, comparing the average two-dimensional hori-
zontal isotropic semivariograms under no tillage with those
under conventional tillage (Figure IO), we can infer that soil
nitrate distribution under conventional tillage has a small
transitive spatial structure and that the distribution under no
tillage tends to be more randomly distributed. Under con-
ventional tillage, however, nugget variance is a significant
component of the sample semivariogram.

Composite three-dimensional semivariogram. Directional
horizontal semivariograms (in x and y directions) were
estimated, and “average directional horizontal semivario-
grams” were calculated as their weighted average (Figure
11). We limited our semivariogram calculation to smaller
lags (approximately two thirds of the total lag distance in a
particular direction) because they are more accurate and
critical for geostatistical interpretation. Visual examination
of Figure 11, however, shows evidence of some anisotropy
in the semivariograms for conventional tillage practice.
Linear structure in the y direction and nugget behavior in x
direction were evident from these sample semivariograms.
In contrast, the semivariograms showed nugget behavior
within very close limits for the no-tillage practice. Similarly,
one-dimensional vertical semivariograms (in z direction)
were estimated for each vertical cross section. An average
one-dimensional vertical semivariogram was calculated as
the weighted average over five vertical faces (Figure 11).
Figure 11 shows that the spatial structure of soil nitrate
distribution is linear on the vertical lag scale for conventional
tillage and nugget for no tillage. This structural pattern might
result because plowing with conventional tillage distributes
soil N03-N in a more structural fashion than no tillage.
Because of plowing, macropores and cracks are destroyed at
surface soil layers and become discontinuous at the deeper
layers, whose presence or absence is reason for preferential
or nonpreferential transport of water and chemicals causing
random distribution in space. On the other hand, under no
tillage, these factors contribute to nugget behavior in the
semivariograms. Similar phenomena were observed in the
tillage-induced infiltration studies by Cressie and Horton
[1987].  Moreover, under conventional tillage, better spatial
structure with relatively low nugget effect was found in the
vertical direction than in the horizontal directions.

Two composite three-dimensional semivariograms
(-y*(h,, h,, h,)) are plotted in Figure 12 for both tillage
methods by superimposing three one-dimensional average
semivariograms (y*(h,), r*(h,),  and r*(h,))  on the same
plot. Horizontal scale indicates both lag depth and lag
distance. Lag depth and distances, however, must not be
mixed when horizontal or vertical semivariograms are used.
Standard theoretical models were used to fit the horizontal
and vertical semivariograms to describe their structural
patterns. Linear models were adequate for horizontal and
vertical semivatiograms in conventional tillage, whereas
nugget-type models had good fit for no tillage. Interestingly,
semivariograms for no tillage in all (three) directions (x. y,
and Z) were close to one another. The fitted horizontal and
vertical semivariogram models for conventional and no
tillage are given below:

Conventional tillage, semivariogram model in x direction:

Nugget model

Y(h,)  = 0, h, = 0, (5a)
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Figure 11. Average directional (x, y, and Z) sample semivariograms under conventional tillage and
no-tillage systems.

y(h,) = 0.11, h, > 0. (5b)

Conventional tillage, semivariogram model in y direction:
 

Linear model (r* = 0.92)

Y(h,J  = 0, h, = 0, (6a)

y(h,) = 0.076 + 0.0027 hy, h, > 0. (6b)

Conventional tillage, semivariogram model in z direction:

Linear model (r* = 0.99)

r(h,) = 0, h, = 0, (7a)

y(h,) = 0.041 + 0.088 h,, h, > 0.  (7b)

Regularizing y(h,) to compensate for the vertical sample
length (0.1 m), the regularized semivariogram (y, (h,))

y,(h,) = 0, h, = 0, (8a)

y,(h,)=(0.41  +0.088  h,)2(0.259-0.088  hJ0.03, (8b)

h,<O.l  m,

y&h;) = (0.008 + 0.088 h,), h, > 0.1 m. (8c)

No-tillage, semivariogram model in x direction:

Nugget model

Y(h,)  = 0, h, = 0, (9a)

y(.fl,) = 0.09, h, > 0. (9b)

No-tillage, semivariogram model in y direction:

Nugget model

Ah,) = 0, h, = 0, (10a)

y(h,) = 0.091, h, > 0. (10b)

No-tillage, semivariogram model in z direction:

Nugget model

y(h,)  = 0, h, = 0, (11a)

y(h,) = 0.089, h, > 0. (11b)

Regularizing y(h,) to compensate for the vertical sample
length (0.1 m), the regularized semivariogram ( yI (h,))

y,(h,) = 0, h, = 0, (12a)

yl(h,) = 0.055, h, > 0. (12b)

Composite three-dimensional semivariogram models
(-y(h,, h,, h,) = y(h,) + y(h,) + y(h,)) in conjunction
with the additive model (equation (1)) could be used to
represent the variability of residual nitrate content in the soil
profile. Besides the net advantage of three over two dimen-
sionality, this approach helps to unmask the directional
trends of external influences.

Conclusions

Experimental data on NO,-N distribution, arranged on a
three-dimensional grid, were used to study the spatial struc-
ture of residual NO,-N distribution in the soil profile under
conventional tillage and no-tillage pIots drained by subsur-
face tiles. A three-dimensional additive model with quadratic
drift (equation (1)) was used to describe the spatial data.
Log, transformation with a three-dimensional median pol-
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Figure 12. Three-dimensional composite semivariograms
(composed of X-, y-, z_- directional semivariograms) and
fitted models under conventional tillage and no-tillage sys-
tems.

ish-resistant scheme was adopted to clean up the data; free
the data from directional trends, nonstationarity in the mean,
and nonstationarity in the variance; and make the data set
more homoscedastic and suitable for geostatistical analyses.
The trend-free residuals were used to compute the experi-
mental semivariograms for horizontal layers and vertical
faces, and average semivariograms in horizontal and vertical
directions were calculated as weighted averages of the
individual semivariograms. Two composite three-dimen-
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